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MALCOLM CHRIST JENSEN

A Short Story
title: With Darkness on Your Eyes (A deadly footed, double striking
curse / From father and mother both, shall drive you forth / Out of this
land, with darkness on your eyes. p. 28. "I am sorry, Gerald, for making an
allusion to an author whom you never heard of." Oedipus Tyrannus, dam
mit!) I've got to have some sort of plan, of course. Plainly it is autumn, all the
signs: most of the leaves have fallen, have turned color, etc. The day is suffi
ciently present for the night-sky to have changed into something else, though
it is very early in the morning. There is enough grey lighting for the shape
of a house to be seen: a perfectly typical house, of course. It should be white.
Somewhat darker inside the house than outside, which can account for the
fact that one of the two figures visible in the room is shining a flashlight.
Both wearing pajamas. Make this happen: one of the two figures (the son)
has discovered a short circuit in the electrical wiring (located, of course, in a
freudian socket in the baseboard) and is proceeding to "ameliorate the flaw :
because there is not enough light, the other figure (the father) is training the
flashlight on the spot. The two figures have to have names, I guess; should
be named Ed. King (the father), and Ed. King, Jr. (the son). Something
like this dialogue should come off here:
Son: Ahh! Damn.
Father: Shock?
Son: It's okay. This isn't the right tool to be using for something like
this. Too much metal. The lights should come on in a minute.
Father: (as the lights go on) Good. Success. I was afraid we'd have to
call the electrician. I certainly couldn't have done it myself. Welk
back to bed for a couple of hours. We all have a busy day ahead
of us.
(choral space of several lines, no indentation for next sequence)
Breakfast table, nine o'clock. There is considerably more lighting now, o
course, and the figures seated at the table can be seen rather plainly. There
are three: the father, the mother, and the son. (A nice red herring, someone
is sure to comment on the "catholic way in which.") In the previous dialogue
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the son should remark that the electric clocks had better be checked, because
there was no telling how long they had been out. Should be several hours
"wrong" and be corrected with the help of the son's wristwatch—which is,
naturally, self-winding—and which (make him say this) is always right.
Concerning the figures at the table, it is clear that relations between them are
normal and happy. Mr. Edward King—short sturdy man in early fifties, or
as he is fond of expressing it, at the cross-roads of late middle-age—is a kind/
intelligent/humorous/sensitive man, of liberal views, he has sincerely made
the effort, largely successful, to achieve a modestly comfortable living standard
without abandoning too great a number of his convictions, which are con
siderate and well-informed. Libbity-labbity. GOD-DAMNED STINKING
GROCER LIB-LAB. Mrs. King is clearly her husband's equal in thoughtful
understanding, having a great capacity for sympathy, a rare ability for putting
herself in the place of others, (chuckle) She appears very tired. In this situa
tion such a dialogue will be necessary:
Father: Jo-ann . . . (speaking to the mother) (At this point the father
upsets the coffee pot, which sloshes a good deal of coffee on the
table top—it goes without saying that the coffee spread itself out
in meaningful patterns, suggesting the aspects both of "a sacra
ment profane in mystery of wine," and glue— The coffee is
stared at with sleepy interest. No one maizes a move to wipe it
up) ... when do you expect Ken ?
Mother: Around supper-time. Six o'clock. You won't be home then, will
you, Eddie? (she is speaking to the son: although a little con
fusion about this would be all to the good, of course.)
Son: No. Maybe ...
Mother: Uncle Ken's bringing little Teresa over with him, you know.
She really is a lovely child. You should see her.
Son: (jestingly) Little ape.
(Maybe the title ought to be A Translated Tale, to emphasize it more; could
pve the original quote Eliot-wise, crib it out of the Loeb xai 6 apouiXf^ and
80 forth. Heh! Heh! This could be a pretty good thing. I wonder how I
should sign it. The full name. Maybe just the initials though: K. E. Coinci
dence. Well, I'll see.)
Present in the room are three persons and a little baby: the father, the mother,
dw uncle, and little Teresa. The ample light from the electric lamps is cheer
ful and cozy. The uncle resembles the father to a considerable extent, natura%: looks sturdy/competent, etc. Little Teresa, according to plan, is en^°sed in a play-pen, within which she is seen to move about viciously, occa-
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sionally flinging toys against the sides, or grasping the bars in her fat
wrinkled fists. Her hair is seen to be long and wild-stringy, and she is drool
ing saliva down her chest. She wears a tiny diaper that resembles a dirty
loin cloth. She often grunts, but does not speak words yet, of course, (at the
appropriate point in the following dialogue it would be nice to have her
pronounce protentously: I Will Speak No Further, or perhaps: You Are
The Land's Pollution. However, son would have to be there, seems im
possible.)
Uncle: I was hoping to see him before he left. He s leaving tomorrow
morning?
Father: Yes.
Mother: He probably won't get in till very late tonight: he and Joan
left for the city just a little while ago. It's their last big night
together, you know, before he buckles down to his studies. It $
his last year, you know, so it's important. And then graduate
school.
Father: (jovially )They'11 be getting married soon.
Mother: Pretty soon. They've been planning it all out. She s a very nice
girl.
Father: (grinning and putting his arm around the mother) Just like
the gal that married dear old dad. (seriously and with great
pride) He's got a wonderful future ahead of him. I m so re
lieved that he straightened out after that little trouble in the
third year. I still can't make out the root of the difficulty. But
the bottom seemed to fall out for a while. His grades slumpe
, badly and he began to have all sorts of run-ins with the schoo
authorities. They finally wrote to me. I got a long letter from
him, it seemed pretty confused, but I wrote back right away
and simply said: My boyj it is your life and I can't and dont
want to live it for you. I would like to think that I might help
you to avoid the ultra-foolish and outrageous things occasion
ally, but that's all. But if you are determined at all costs to 1*
uniquely different from everybody else there isn't much that >
the school, or anybody else can do—but the best of luck on that
road too. (pauses) Then we got back a letter saying that he ha
very good courses this semester and that he thought it would be
a good year, (chuckles) Incidentally, he hit me for an exua
five bucks.
Mother: Yes, we were so relieved to hear, that we sent out a few littc
things. We sent him a beautiful little electric alarm clock. You
know, to make life a little easier. He says that it keeps perfe^
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time: it's always right. He takes it wherever he goes. (At this
point little Teresa rattles the play-pen, demanding attention.
There are snatches of conversation: "She's a wonderful baby."
"Makes uncommonly little noise." "Listen, she's talking."

It is the next morning. The bedroom of the son is rather dark. It is a perfect
fall day, or will be. The son dreams:
They walk up the sidewalk to the railroad station. His father is holding
the door of the station open for him. They walk quickly across the large
rectangular lobby and through another set of doors into the huge con
crete tube where hundreds of people are getting on and off trains. There
are many trains and trains are going and coming.
Father: Here we are, Track 3. (speaks earnestly and hurriedly as
the son boards the train) You've done well so far. You've
made the right decisions. These are uneasy times and the
country needs intelligent, well-trained young men. Make
this last year count and you'll have a chance at a better life
than I ever dared dream of. You're at the crossroads. Have
a good trip. Good luck at school. (he shakes hands. As the
train moves out the son waves, and the father waves.)
There is the metallic grinding of the electric alarm. Muttering, and rubbing
his eyes, the sons gets up and turns it off. This is what happens to him. It
should. The stupid shit. It's got to.

ROBERT HOWELL

Words with Erato
That each of us from his own hell may rise
And force himself against two stubborn hills
In twilight, careless of beginning rain
Or headlights that might sweep us down the road
Before we cross the little country bridge
We had forgotten or before we pass
The barn, the very bottom of the road
By the driveway of our temporary home,
Become alive as you have been before,
Deny the world's reality and bless
Again all enterprise. When the wind
Is in my face and cattle low,
Evening lies upon fall's dying fields and everywhere
Falls orange into brown and brown fades into grey,
Your dark brown dress, brown hair, and masked brown eyes
Alone can comprehend inheriting night
That tumbles in the windows' yellow falls
And scatters to earth's undiscovered corners
The subtlest of our talismans. Live then
As you have been before. By you alone
Is all my peace.
I

I feel the arms of every day
Stretch out and brush my cheek. Although
I may not smile I'm happy to be waking,
To anyone I'd give the vestal kiss.
Hello. Good morning to the morning's clatter—
But do not make me face a thing for you.
I am no lady metaphysical,
Replacement for your stupid scattered charms,
Sorceress stuck upon a madman's wall;
The flush that fires me and my hidden eyes
Has kindled me alone.
(Yet I could show you such strange things
You wouldn't meet them with two open eyes.)

HOWELL
Still, better to face things with effacement
Or choose a life in spite of everything
And conjure earnestly with the unnatural
Than to be blown like scraps of scribbled paper
Down any country road or city street.
(The unexpected answer's never given.)
You say you'd live if I would sanctify
Your enterprises. That's no choice of mine.
You think that everything is what it is,
But shows another face to what you'd be.
I'd answer that with your own words: if things
Are what they are, there are no other things.
Believe me I have faced too many scenes
Whose emptied shadows patch my wall
For you to moon at me, who cannot say
A solitary word, must show myself only,
Naked to any passers-by.
Where the wind blows, without you, without you,
There, by the road, 1 could stand on its shoulder—
If I wanted to. The crickets are dying,
On every path the glowworms burn my heels.
The entrails of God are strewn over heaven,
Everywhere, everywhere, everywhere.
Do not make excuses. Push back the chair
And turn your back upon her eyes, brown hair,
Four bangs, earth dress; get up and go outside.
Stand facing traffic, looking for a ride:
"I'm Peter Pan in never-never land,
Turned inside-out."
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San Miguel
Coming from the Hills
Saddle creaking
Horse-sweating steaming
Coming from the Hills
In Octobers' tide
The blood of my thighs burning
At the side
Of sweetened moss
A shallow rainpooi
Guarded from the wind
By a grey rock tower
Behind the mountains
In the heather
(—cold slate pool
clouded with seeds
of the seasons' turning)
Now the sun dies in the cup of the mountains.
In the cup of mountains
The sun dies
And still and deep
Are the village fountains
The fields are empty.
The roads are deserted.
In the blue dusk.
Below, a portent of the wind-chipped flower
An alabaster village
A bell-struck village
These velvet mountains
That fountained square.
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CHARLES WILLIAMS

In Gand, Widows of Ten Years
—for Simone de Beauvoir
Jagged against a darkening sky
Unpatterned they lie,
The walls. Blackburnt, they outline
The emptiness they form and
Cast in broken waves
Ten years' shadows to waiting graves.
Always watching they sit and feed,
The ones in black who place the flowers.
Aways sitting, their thoughts they lend
To that which comes at the shadows' end.
Like half-green leaves in autumn red
They hover half-withered in fear and dread.
They lower their eyes;
They dry their tears.
They gorge the dead
With words
and
wait.

ROBERT HOWELL

A Postcard for Jacqueline
Never answer what I sent:
A heart which twice-over being lent
Is used awhile as instrument
To forestall your love's disaster,
When you've lost that handsome master
Will be to you forever after
A thing presented for your laughter,
Ought to snuggle in time's dust
In the bottom drawer of mistrust
Absorbing in diastole
The bathos of your jubilee
And beat against that passion's start
Blood chambered in a shuttered heart,
For neither of us shall relent,
Nor love except the diffident:
Never answer what I sent.

JOHN PREBUS

Dream-City
t

When I as a lad played by the shore,
Seeking the mystery of the sea,
Oblivious to majesty of tide and storm;
Dream-city found, there, beneath all majesty—
Conundrum of pebbles and lost bits of shell.
And later when I saw
The sky hold its deep blue eye
Over the lake front's shattered hue,
And the frozen indigo of burnished steel—
Lost—Dream-city lost
To shaggy faces and iron hands
And cavernous eyes that had lost it too.

DAVE NEWCOMB

Angel Down
i
Sweet bird aloof, how dost thou know or care
To feel the dullness of satiety?
Thou art dull too, till wings are flushed with air;
Yet air hangs still until the heart of thee
Shall throb, then soul and sky in empathy
Shall swell, and hushings course you far away.
White bird, how absolute your raptures be
To blind you so, oblivious to the ray
Of glimmering Sun that warns of night in melding day.
II
Abrupt into the lustre of the sky,
A melancholy tree unfurls its soul,
And boughs embrowned and swathed in amber dye,
Pulse slowly now, and wind comes off a knoll
To buffet through the leaves, a baser toll
Than spirited the bird, not blither in these beams
Of liquid dusk does dance the tree, but rolls
In swaying constancy; and molten gleams,
Some glistening, all mellow, are steadfast shining streams.
Ill
More rythmic than the wind the sea draws taut,
To spew its emerald arch onto the sand,
And shimmering foam that ripples o'er, is wrought
Upon the tawny shore to etch the land
In violence. Each newer retch demands
To lick a farther rock and slither back,
Hissing, and mist lingering to veil in bland
Absorption eve's soft glow. Yet endless tracks,
Now smooth, were ravaged first in gores and furicd cracks.
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IV
Beyond these tongues of curling foam, the tree
Awaits, and then, discerns above the crest
Of deep horizon's thrust a flake, gently
Aloft in deeper blue, upon a breast
Of pillowing wind and sweeping to its nest,
Embraced among green limbs. The Sun nods low,
And glints o'er the sea's rim. The wind stirs, lest
The Sun prevail, in blinding swirls and blows,
And both to dimness fade with evening's purpled rose.
V
The lull of ruffling wind bestills the down
Of feathered breast, and fingers in delight
Through darkling leaves that form a whispering gown
About the tree. Undaunted by the night,
The sea roars yet in gleaning hunger's might,
But stunted in its creep by windful mirth,
It swells in vain. In deeper, visaged sight,
There countenances o'er the sable earth,
An Angel, and the bird feels wonderment's new birth.
VI
The wind beguiles, and fondling tree yet thrills
To hold the bird. Above more luminous
Than moon, the soaring silver image fills
All Heaven with its sheen of white softness.
The bird sits awed, sensing the waning trust
Of crumbling unity. The tree becomes
Aware, and soul-thoughts press to consciousness,
While sapling blood runs raw from wounds, inflamed
By grief. The bird in vagueness sees, and flies in shame.
VII
So stark into the night the tree languished,
While torpored winds arise in shrieks of blight,
Thus flailing at its shroud till leaves, vanquished,
Dissolve to nothingness, and bare the height
Of skeletal soul, which screaming despot's spite
Has left in nakedness. Entwined in blasts
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Of windward breath, the tree bends low, and tightclenched roots are ripped to air from earthen casts,
And life! The churns of patient sea claim just repast.
VIII
The bird removes, and spirals from the world
With surging passion up to starry lines,
Of demarcation where the Angel swirls.
Frail wings beat hard to free from weighted binds
Of gravity the bird; but heavenly rinds
Of earthly winds are scant, and bird fails.
Celestial tears of sorrow fall in blind
Despair, and shattering Chain's of Being, rail
The Angel from dear Hea'en; on windward mains it sails.
IX
In alien air the tumbling Angel slides,
A nebulous glow in night as down it fell,
With tempered radiance. In frenzy bides
The bird, while winding down the depthless well
Of blackness to the sea, that blest Angel
Might fly. Through tattered Angel's wings, wind rakes,
Till acquiescence stills their fluttering knell;
Again of windy spoil, the sea partakes,
And Angel down to die 'neath glistening ebony breaks.

X
The dawn blazes splendor to eastern pall,
And on the beach in silhouetted still,
The tree lay soothed in surf's liquiescent call,
That murmured o'er its boughs, and warming fills
Bring patterned recompense. With wearied will,
The bird peruses deep, despondently,
Then swishes off into the sunny rill,
No wiser. And the wind yet plays in glee
Through swells, and silence rolls upon a crystal sea.

JOHN CHARLES

Demeter: Visions on a Stolen Daughter
The sea before her moves with gentle strokes,
clutching the sky's cool beauty
not through a sense of duty
touching the hollow cloud that cloaks
sun's molten glow, anticipated pain—
desire to catch refractory light,
to keep the day (though narrow night,
through fire, will frequently detain
the darkness on the other side), as if
existence wants to wilt before the love
of black: the vulture hungrily pursuing dove,
resistance wan: a prosecuted girl run to the cliff ...
The sea before her dreams as much as she.
The girl had looked unknowingly, was lost
and long has left. Sun wastes self on clouds, frost
will hurl all blossoms down, ice forms infinity.
Narcissi sink trembling through the earth. "Caught—Caught!"
The sea cries out: the daughter, seeking, shadow-sought.

JUNZO SHONO

Sojourn in Gambier
[During the academic year of 1958-1959 Gambier was privileged to have
as its guest Mr. [uuzo Shono of Japan. Frequently undergraduates saw him
Iking along the road in front of Lewis Hall, his wife modestly following a
W.I
few steps behind. Often we noticed him engaged in conversation with a
member of the Gambier community. Once we had the opportunity of hear
ing him at a Kenyon Symposium. Mr. Shono, thirty-second author to win
Japan's coveted Akutagawa Novel Prize for his short stories was here to
study American life. He was sponsored in this countiy by the Rockefeller
Foundation. Upon Mr. Shono's return to Japan, the Chuokoran ubhshing
Company released the personal account of his American experience, entulet
^'The'c^kgi'was not the only aspect of Gambier life which held Mr.
Shono's attention. As we shall see, no limitations were placed on either his
interests or musings. To us who live in Gambier, however, Mr. Shono s
account will not bring new facts to light. Nor is there any attempt to fictionalize the Gambier scene. We are most familiar with the perennial fate of
Kenvon's football team; and Mr. Shono did not choose to draw upon the
great wealth of personalities and customs to weave a short story. Why, then,
we may ask, should an account which is intended primarily to describe
American life to Japanese readers warrant our prolonged attention Sojourn in Gambier merits our consideration by virtue of the freshness
of its outlook. Mr. Shono came to our town with no prior commitment.
Football practice, which is not ordinarily a subject for our literati, almost
takes on the quality of a dance rehearsal in his eyes and through his pen.
Whatever captured the imagination of our guest, whatever he thought would
interest his people became legitimate material. His keen eyes were o ten
aware of details we miss. His appreciation was for small things we ave
long taken for granted. Mr. Shono s sketches also gain a certain nc ncs^
from the Japanese language when they are rendered in English. The litera
translation of "weathervane," for instance, is "bird gazing at the wind.
Such verbal imagery, which is abundant in Japanese, finds its ways into the
translation.
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This brings us to the translator, Mr. Tajiro Iwayama. Mr. Iwayama is
studying English at Kenyon this year under the joint auspices of the Institute of International Education and Doshisha University's Center for Ameri
can Studies. He holds the degree of M.A. from the university where, at
present, he is an assistant in English. We are most indebted to Mr. Iway ama
for his efforts in our behalf and to Mr. Shono who kindly gave him per
mission to translate.
A final word, then, about Sojourn in Gambier. Mr. Shono's book was
conceived with delicacy and created with sensitivity. His descriptions have
been compared to just so many brush strokes in an Oriental painting. The
analogy is a happy one; for both are distinctive for simplicity raised to the
level of art. The beauty of simplicity should not slip from our aesthetic view.
In this respect we could heed the philosopher who enjoined us not to forget
the "simple joy of the peasant who says as he walks across his fields: 'It's a

fine day.'"]

—ALAN MENDELSON

Preface
(originally written as an epilogue)
I had been at Gambier, Ohio, from the autumn of 1957 to the next
summer. According to the telephone directory, the population of Gambier
is about 600 and the number of houses 200.
It was my aspiration, when I had a grant to go abroad for a year from
the Rcxrkcfeller Foundation, that I might live as an inhabitant of a small
town, owever, until I came to Gambier, I could not imagine whether my
aspiration would be fulfilled to the full extent. The town, Gambier, which
was origina y established by Kenyon College, seems to have been blended
into the college. In this respect it is a very unique town, I think. Some of
the inhabitants in Mount Vernon, which is located five miles away from
am icr, once said to me, when they knew my principal purpose in going
there. You cant know the way of living in a typical American town, at
east in am icr. It is Mount Vernon that you should come and live in." I
myse at rst et their opinion was quite right, as I wanted to live with
rural people rather than in the well-refined society.
However, after one year s residence in Gambier, I began to realize that
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their opinion was wrong in a sense. We should know the things from the
internal, not merely from the external, appearances of the town. I could have
good neighbors among the families of professors and among the persons
engaging in other businesses.
It is my main purpose to depict in this book how those neighbors of
mine live in Gambier, from my impression of one year of college life, and
to let you know some of the stories they told me.
I intentionally gave the title Sojourn in Gambier for this book, because I
have my own idea that we, all human beings, are sojourning in this world.
Gambier, Ohio
"How long have you been in Gambier ?"
"I have been here for ten years," answered Professor Schwartz.
"It's quite a long period."
"Yes, it is. I feel it was quite long ago, when I came here first from the
East. Not from this road, but from the road over there. It was in the evening
and it was dark. We saw only farms on both sides of the road, and the
crooked river, I mean the Kokosing, was running along through farms. I
wondered where the college was, to which I had to go. Then, at last (with a
snap of the fingers, taking his hand from the steering-wheel) we arrived
at Gambier."
(Professor Schwartz)
I had been wondering what I should write first in introducing you to
the life and the things in Gambier. Should I write first that big plane tree
growing at the gate of Gambier road? or a view from Ohio Highway 229
which goes to Gambier from Mount Vernon? or the river Kokosing which
appears first in our sight when we come to Camber? or something else?
It seems also important for me to begin my writing about Gambier with
the description of its geographical location in the big North American con
tinent, as you, my readers, have probably no idea about Gambier—even the
name Gambier.
Shortly after we came to Gambier a person who took my wife and me
to Mount Vernon and told us about the geography around the town, driving
fast along the sloping road. Though he was rather talkative and sometimes
annoyed us, I could actually learn much from him.
According to his explanation, Mount Vernon is a town located in the
unique region between the end of the Mid-Western prairie and the Ap
palachian Mountains.
He seemed to be proud of the uniqueness of the location of the town
where he was born and had been brought up. We could, to be sure, realize
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the uniqueness when we came to the second sharp slope from Gambier along
the road to Mount Vernon. There we could see the whole town of Mount
Vernon and the flat country spreading widely behind the town. The man's
explanation of the geographical situation of Mount Vernon was proved true.
It must be at this place that the travellers from the East talk to their
riders, if they drive with their wives or their children, "Oh, we have come
through the mountains, and now let's go into the flat country!" and if they
drive alone, to themselves, "Ah, I have been driving in the mountains."
However, I was still wondering about my first chapter of this book. The
Middle Path, The Post Office, the Bank, the two groceries, the Village Inn,
and Barber Jim who has run his shop for these thirty-four years—these are
all suitable subjects for the first chapter, I believe.
In the meantime, one morning when I was still contemplating the first
chapter, I happened to see a very impressive scene. When I came back to
my barrack from the Post Office, I saw a squirrel with a nut in her mouth
passing carefully on one of the electric wires stretching above the barracks
where we live. She passed coolly to a pole, stepping here and there on the
wire, and then disappeared into the woods. From her behavior, I thought
that she seemed to want to show me her stunt intentionally. It was my first
experience of seeing a squirrel's stunt, if I may call it that. In Japan we have
a fairy tale of a badger crossing on a rope called "Bunbuku Chagama no
Tsunawatari. 1 thought this was a kind of coincidence with a squirrel's
stunt which should be, it seemed to me, the best subject for my first chapter.
Actually squirrels run around at home in the whole town, taking it
easy. It is lucky for them that no mischievous children chase them at all.
How about in the old days? It was about one hundred and thirty years
ago when the college was founded on this hill after the woods were cut open.
It is said that at that time, as there were many rattlesnakes living around the
(College, the founder, Philander Chase, and his students were busy in ex
terminating them. The squirrels must have been careful of the snakes. Oh.
sorry for squirrels.
Now there are no such snakes. But 1 wonder in what trees the squirrels
art living. They always jump joyously from this tree to that, from that to
this, as if they do not pay any attention to their houses at all. They run rela
tive 1\ fast on the ground and sometimes stop suddenly and stand straight,
nibbling something with both paws at their mouths. They are eating nuts.
At such a time they continue to eat and do not run away even if I pass
In near them. But, when I halt and watch them, they stop to eat, making a
pose as if thev happen to be aware of me. When I start to walk, they begin
to eat again. If I stay there, not going away, it seems to me that they say,
motionless. What are you doing there? Why don't you go away right
now. They, however, never look at me directly. And if I stav there for a
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while, they always run away at once, probably thinking that I am a mischiesvous person.
I cannot understand why they eat nuts so fast. On the other hand, I am
much impressed by their good posture even though they eat so fast.
Once I saw a squirrel eating a nut on a bough, and then she climbed
upwards and upwards. Though I watched her until she reached almost the
top of the tree, I couldn't find her nest there. So I thought she made vain
efforts. But it was my mistake: she began to gnaw a nut at the joint of a top
trunk and a bough. The small squirrel went there to get a nut, not to play
or to exercise. When I looked up at her, peels of the nut began to drop one
after another. Every time she gnawed the nut, shaking her head, she dropped
peels which rustled on the dead leaves around the root of the tree.
1 was anxious lest there should not remain anything to eat, since she
peeled the nut so much. I, however, could find, when I picked up the peels,
that the insides were cut with her small teeth. When she stopped shaking
her head, she jumped to the other bough. Maybe in hard nuts the soft and
deligious portions are small.
The trees in Gambier which are the dwellings of squirrels are now busy
changing the colors of their leaves for the coming winter. Some of the trees
are still in the summer colors, some have already turned yellow, some crim
soned from the top of trees, and some cast their leaves off without crimsoning.
Animals in Gambier
I had thought that we had only one kind of animal in Gambier—
squirrels. Of course, birds which were always singing in the woods and
Cbcker Spaniels which were feeding at most of the homes were excluded.
However, I could find we had one more important animal in Gambier.
One day when I took a walk to the River Kokosing with my wife, I found
an animal squatting down the road. I had never seen such a kind of animal
before. I couldn't tell whether he was alive or dead, and which end was his
head, although he showed us his back with a fur of dark grey.
When I tried to explore exactly what he was by getting near to the
animal, my wife, who had taken refuge in a remote place right after she
found him, said to me, "He might be a badger. Don't get near him!" Though
1 didn't know how she could tell the animal was a badger without having
examined him at all, I thought that I had better not go near him any way
upon hearing her words. So I decided to get away from the place, giving up
my initial intention to examine him. The road we were taking cut through
the woods and the River Kokosing which we could see through the trees.
A big ruined tree fallen down in the muddy river reminded me of a
crocodile.
We had better pay much attention to everything as we were in staying
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in an unfamiliar country. So it can be said that it was not through fear that
I went away from the animal, but through caution itself. But to tell the
truth, I myself thought I surely smelled the scent of badger from the animal
which squatted on the road, though I could not tell his head from his tail.
After getting far away from the animal, my wife said, "That animal's
eyebrow was black." As she said such, I felt it must be black, if the part I
saw first was his face—it seemed to me the color was really black.
But while I couldn t tell for the time being that he was a badger, I heard
one night noises at the place between the kitchen and the bathroom in my
ouse. The noises were high, as if someone were tearing boards or destroying
something, paying no mind to our sleeping.
I knew rats didn t make such big noises and thought an unknown animal
must have entered my house which stood in the woods. It might be big
moles who were destroying my house, because I found many mole-holes
around my house.
I wanted to go to the kitchen to check what it was, when 1 was awakened
by the noises in the night, but on the other hand, I was afraid lest I should
face a strange animal there. The noises were over, when 1 went to the kitchen
and
... there was no rcsP<>nse though I knocked the wall with my hands. I
"1 thm; that ^e unknown animal was the same kind as I found on the
road near the Kokosing, but anyway I had to be cautious.
One evening at that time we invited Mr. and Mrs. Eliot to our Japanese
dinner and I talked to Mr. Eliot about the animal I found on the road. He
said, after hearing my description, "It must be a raccoon."
didn't know a raccoon and asked the spelling of the word. It was
R A Irrnnw
N. He went on to say that sometimes cars knocked down a
accoon on t e road and his car did once there last year. For when a raccoon
as su en y ighted in the darkness with a headlight, he would be at a
loss and stop there motionless.
Mr. Eliot told us about the black mask on the face of a raccoon while
gesturing with his finger, drawing a circle around his eyes with his finger.
Now I am sure that a raccoon is a kind of badger," said my wife with a
numphant look. Then I said to Mr. and Mrs. Eliot, "We have badgers in
Japan who live near villages and trick people. I don't know whether they
actua v ma e trie s or not, but anyway there are many folk tales about them.
And some of the countrymen still believe in their tricks."
C?tm"CL. lo c*PIain» "Thcy have black masks in the face and bushy
L
tails and such big bellies...
When I said this and began to demonstrate "big belly," using my hands,
mv wife interrupted me with the words, "It is not true." (In Japan we
3
A Wa?a raw a V
'V as caricature of a badger, according
to how he is
described in one of the folk tales, though actually he has no big belly, as
you see.)
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According to Mr. Eliot, a raccoon is a very smart and lovely animal and
can catch food with his paws, which are like a baby's hands. Raccoons take
off the lids of garbage cans and push them over by shaking. They break the
paper bags inside and scatter garbage all around.
Up to this point we listened to Mr. Eliot without speaking, and then we
said, "It must have been a raccoon that did it," reminding them that we
heard noises—like a falling garbage can—the second night after we came to
live in the barracks, and we found garbage scattered around there the follow
ing morning. I pointed out, "A dog cannot open the lid of a garbage can,
and we have been wondering what did it.' "\ es, a raccoon did it, I m sure,
Mr. and Mrs. Eliot replied, nodding their heads, and Mr. Eliot went on,
"Thus, there is a close relationship between raccoons and garbage cans. They
come often to our garbage can. Once, hearing a noise like a raccoon shaking
a can, I lit him up with a flashlight. He looked at me with surprise. Mr.
Eliot showed us a raccoon's expression of surprise, mimicing it with his
face. A black mask happened to appear in Mr. Eliot's face owing to the
oblique light in the room, and as his face resembled very much a raccoon s,
it reminded me exactly of that innocent face of the raccoon I found that
night on our garbage can.
Mr. Eliot told us that he tried to take a picture of a raccoon who was
going to push over a garbage can, but he unfortunately failed to get a vivid
picture. It was so vague that he scarcely could tell a raccoon in the dark
scene from the rest of the picture.
Then I asked Mr. Eliot about the animals who often made noises in the
night as though destroying something in the wall between the kitchen and
the bathroom of our house. Mr. Eliot replied at once, "They are not raccoons,
they are rats, I believe." Of course, I didn't suppose that they were raccoons,
as I knew they couldn't enter such a narrow space, but I couldn't help feel
ing something unsatisfactory about his prompt denial.
We had been talking about raccoons, forgetting time passed, until Mr.
and Mrs. Eliot said, "Now it is almost the time our baby-sitter goes back and
we would like to say good-bye."
It was the time too when the raccoons would begin to go out from the
woods in Gambier and call at garbage cans.
Afterwards I heard about raccoons from a couple of people.
(From Minoo Dorab Adenwalla)
"When a raccoon comes near our house, we awake because Benjamin
(Professor English's old dog) begins to bark at him. Benjamin is fond of
chasing raccoons, and when I hear him barking in the night, I understand
he is chasing a raccoon. So, I am trying to keep Benjamin in the house and
to let him not chase those raccoons. For I feel sympathy for racccoons. In
the garden we have a bird-house which Professor English made for birds,
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and we put corn in it so that birds can eat it when they come to our garden
from the woods. One night, as Benjamin barked very loudly, I got up to see
what was happening. To my surprise, Benjamin was barking up at a rac
coon who stood on the bird-house. The raccoon must have come to get
something in the garbage, and, unfortunately, must have been discovered
by Benjamin. As he had his escape cut off, he must have climbed up to the
bird-house. I was very sorry for him, being embarrassed there, and took
Benjamin into my house so that the raccoon could get away."
(From Professor Sutdiffe)
One of my friends, he is a farmer, has brought up a baby-raccoon for
ten years. So, the raccoon mounts up to his shoulders and peeps in his pockets.
He eats ice cream very skillfully, holding it with his paws. (Professor Sutcliffe showed me the way the raccoon eats ice cream, mimicing it with his
hands.)
The raccoons have very soft and delicate paws, like a baby's hands. 1
heard that someone saw a raccoon which only ate a radish that he had pulled
from a field after he had washed it in water. Usually they eat everything only
if it is not dirty. They wash food, even meat, very carefully in water. They
never eat uncleaned meat, even if we feed it to them. They eat food, of their
own consent, only after cleaning it carefully.
1 will lend you this book. (It was a very thick book, entitled Nature in
America. Animals with Illustrations, which he brought back from his study
upstairs.) I hope you will find a detailed explanation of raccoons in this
wk. Oh, by the way, I recently read in the Mount Vernon News an article,
A Raccoon in the A.&P."—a farmer caught a raccoon on the way to the
A&P. and kept him in his car. But, while he was doing his shopping, the
raccoon got out the window of the car and entered the market, and made a
uss over the people there. You can read the article at the Mount Vernon
News Press. I myself can't believe the news, because I cannot imagine how
t c armer caught the raccoon. I will believe the news only if he has cooked
and eaten the raccoon."
(From Barber Jim)
1 have once seen from my car a mother raccoon bringing two babies
with her.
. She was surPr'sed at my car and climbed up a tree, holding one
baby in her mouth. The other baby hastened to follow mother and tried
with all its efforts to climb up the tree, as if it would come into a dangerous
situation since it was left alone. It was a very lovely baby raccoon.
Sports in Gambier (])
Just one week remained till the opening day of College, when we arrived
at Oambier; and the college seemed completely vacant. The town itself was
also keeping silence. I was expecting to see how the students would return
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to their college after the vacation and how the town would be getting
crowded with them.
The next afternoon of our arrival there, we took a walk through the
quiet college campus to a sloping road in the woods. Walking down along
this road, we found tennis courts at the foot of the slope. There were four
courts. Beyond the courts we found a gymnasium. The playground before
it seemed to be a ground for soccer. Over there an enormous open field
spread towards the woods in the distance.
I was enjoying seeing the landscape, and suddenly I heard cheerful
shouts behind me and a group of football players in a row came into sight.
They ran down towards me along the sloping road which we had just come
down.
Though I thought the college campus was completely vacant, there
were football players already there. It was a great surprise to me. They ran
down the road to the playground and then made a big circle by themselves
next to the tennis courts, and began jumping practice, shouting loudly,
"One, two, three!" They did calisthenics and ran and then divided into two
groups for training. Their division into two groups was very swift and
smooth.
I watched their training with great pleasure, as 1 had been feeling very
tired. The two groups of eight players were practicing, using drill-machines
which were shaped something like a tied-hammock. Under a coach's com
mand, they ran and thrusted hard with their shoulders against the machines.
The coach, who was not tall, rather small, and had a slightly bald head,
was shouting, "Come on! Come on!" He was a man of intrepid face.
On the other end of the ground some of the players were practicing
passing the ball. I thought the players practicing under the coach's command
might be the members of forwards and those practicing passing the members
of backwards, though I didn't know anything about a football game—they
might be so if it was right to compare them with rugby football.
On the next day, I talked to Professor Ransom. "I saw yesterday the
hxitball players' practice, and I was deeply impressed by them." But Pro
fessor Ransom's answer to me was quite contrary to what I expected—"The
Kenyon football team always loses games." This was his reply, and I couldn't
understand why they used to lose, when they played a match with others, in
spite of the fact that they had practiced so hard, vigorously, and earnestly,
as ' saw yesterday. (By the way, Professor Ransom is a poet and I attended
his class, "Introduction to Poetry," twice a week. He has been teaching at
Kenyon for almost twenty years and will retire in the next year when he
comes at the age of seventy. He is from Tennessee.)
According to Professor Ransom, the swimming team is the most active
°ne in Kenyon College and they sometimes won the Ohio state champion-
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ship. The tennis team is also active, next to the swimming team, and then
the soccer team ranks. They have had a better reputation than the football
team has had. It is natural that the Kenyon teams cannot compete with
those of big universities, because Kenyon has only 500 students or so. Other
colleges and universities have many more students. It is almost impossible
to find such a small college in America. For instance, the Ohio State Uni\ersity in Coumbus has fifteen thousand students. It is the tremendous dis
advantage to Kenyon to match games with such big schools.
Henceforth, I used to go to watch the practice of the football team.
When I went the second time, they were practicing tackling with sand bags,
not with drill machines. Three bags were suspended, and beyond them lay
one more bag on the ground. Upon hearing the coach's command, the three
players dashed against the rear bag, after having darted through the bags
on this side. With the clenched fist of his right hand, the coach showed the
players examples of how to dash themselves against the bag. It is no use
simply to bump against a bag. His shoutings were pursuing the players
incessantly»-"Get it, right now!" "Throw yourself against it" "That's the
way you must do!" "Good!" "Try once more!" "Okay." And so forth.
One of the players who looked pale at that time went to a drill machine
apart from the front of players and hung down his head. He had been keep
ing the pose all the time I watched the practice. I also found a player who
rushed staggering to the white bag he was very fat, but his face was rather
childish.
The third time I went to watch their practice, they were exercising at
tactics, making a circle by themselves. When one of the players gave an
instruction, shouting something like a password to the others, they clapped
t " an s. I didn t understand what their clapping meant, hut enjoyed
earwig eir commands and quick responses. After practicing such strategy,
several times, they rehearsed these tactics using the drill machines. At first
one player who carried a ball came to the center and the rest of them followed
him on both sides, posing themselves bent. Then, upon a command's being
delivered, they dashed out to charge their opponents-not real opponents,
but big pieces of lumber. Other groups continued the rehearsals in the same
way.
Watching their practice, I thought that the Kenyon football team might
win the championship in Ohio that year, recovering from their disgrace for a
long time.
The fourth time I saw their practice, they were matching a practice
game by themselves. After finishing it, they, group by group, ran from the
one end of the playground to the other at full speed. When the last group
nm, two small boys who had been watching the practice followed the players.
The playground seemed too big for the sin all boys, but they did not mind it
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and rushed forward with a ball and struggled with one another on the field.
I used to see a few small boys who were enjoying playing a football game
for mere form's sake on the lawn in front of the Chapel. I realized that this
was the reason why they could throw a ball so far away. Once I myself tried
to throw a ball there when small boys played, but I found it was not so easy
to throw it to the others as I had imagined it to be.
I saw sometimes freight trains passing slowly beyond the playground
when I watched the players practicing. The track runs along the Kokosing
River to Mount Vernon, making a curve at the foot of Gambier hill. When
trains came into my sight, I always looked at them, not watching the prac
tice until they disappeared into the woods. From the curving point of the
track the whistles of trains could be heard. They took me into meditation
always and I couldn't help thinking, "It was not so long ago that we arrived
at Gambier and it is still far ahead, the time when we go back to Japan.
Despite my expectation that the Kenyon football team would make a
good record that season, they lost the first game. I was disappointed in it.
Though I couldn't go to see the game because it was played at the opponent s
field, I heard the score from Barber Jim that day. Kenyon lost the second
and third games, too, in both of which Kenyon was visiting team. It was
my transient satisfaction that the scores of both games were close.
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